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We develop a dilation theory for C*-correspondences, showing that every
C*-correspondence E over a C*-algebra A can be universally embedded into
a Hilbert C*-bimodule XE over a C*-algebra AE such that the crossed product
A <E N is naturally isomorphic to AE <XE Z. The CuntzPimsner algebra OE is
isomorphic to AE <XE Z where AE and XE are quotients of AE , resp. XE .
If E is full and the left action is by generalized compact operators, then XE is an
equivalence bimodule or, equivalently, an invertible C*-correspondence. In general,
XE is merely an essential Hilbert C*-bimodule. Slightly extending previous results
on crossed products by equivalence bimodules, we apply our dilation theory to
show that for full C*-correspondences over unital C*-algebras, OE is simple if and
only if E is minimal and nonperiodic, extending and simplifying results of Muhly
and Solel and Kajiwara, Pinzari, and Watatani.  2001 Academic Press
The class of CuntzPimsner algebras comprises various constructions
of C*-algebras such as crossed products by automorphisms [13],
endomorphisms [9], and completely positive mappings (see [16], and
below), as well as all sorts of generalized CuntzKrieger algebras [16]. The
construction of CuntzPimsner algebras lends itself very naturally to
generalization so as to include crossed products by more general semi-
groups as well as Arveson’s and Dini’s product systems ([5], see also
[16]). It seems, thus, appropriate to develop general tools to investigate
the structure of these algebras.
In [4] the authors showed that the Connes spectrum of the dual
automorphism on the crossed product of the CuntzPimsner algebra OE by
a natural circle action is relevant to the study of the ideal structure of OE .
However, not knowing the structure of OE in advance, it is practically
impossible to determine the Connes spectrum of the above dual auto-
morphism. In [15], based on the insight that the Connes spectrum should
be discussed in a reversible context, i.e., for equivalence bimodules X, we
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developed an extension of Takai duality, showing that the dual automorphism
:=(X )  on (A <X Z) <X Z is strongly Morita equivalent to X, a fact which
allowed us to characterize the simplicity of A <X Z.
The approach of the present work is guided by regarding the relationship
between C*-correspondences and equivalence bimodules as analogous
to that between completely positive mappings and automorphisms. We
shall show that every C*-correspondence E over A can be mapped into a
Hilbert C*-bimodule XE over a C*-algebra AE in such a way that OE is
isomorphic to AE <XE Z. Investigating the functor E [ XE and slightly
extending our results from [15], we are able to give a characterization of
simplicity for CuntzPimsner algebras of full C*-correspondences over
unital C*-algebras.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 1, we shall recall
the concepts of crossed products by C*-correspondences and Hilbert
C*-bimodules as well as the closely related CuntzPimsner algebras. The
main new point being the extension to mappings between C*-corre-
spondences of a condition used by Pimsner to characterize CuntzPimsner
algebras, leading to the notion of covariant homomorphisms. We charac-
terize CuntzPimsner algebras in terms of covariant homomorphisms and
crossed products by C*-correspondences in terms of semi-covariant homo-
morphisms. We emphasize that our usage of the term covariant homomorphism
differs from that in [16].
As a main result of Section 2 we see that to every C*-correspondence E
there is an essential Hilbert C*-bimodule (Definition 2.3) XE and a
covariant homomorphism j : E  XE such that every other covariant
homomorphism into an essential Hilbert C*-bimodule factors uniquely
through j (Proposition 2.5). As a consequence we obtain that OE is
isomorphic to AE <XE Z (Corollary 2.8).
The main portion of Section 3 is devoted to establishing that a full
C*-correspondence E over a unital C*-algebra A is minimal, i.e., there are
no nontrivial closed ideals JA with (E | JE)A J, and nonperiodic, i.e.,
the n th tensor power of E is unitarily equivalent to the identity corre-
spondence over A only if n=0, if and only if XE is minimal and non-
periodic (Proposition 3.8). Extending results of [15] to essential Hilbert
C*-bimodules we obtain that OE is simple if and only if E is minimal and
nonperiodic (Theorem 3.9).
In Section 4, we shall give various applications of our main result. Up to
now various sufficient conditions for the simplicity of CuntzPimsner
algebras have been established assuming A to be strongly amenable andor
E to be finitely generated. Here, we shall obtain extensions of the simplicity
results in [1, 7, 9, 10] to full C*-correspondences over unital C*-algebras
as easy consequences of Theorem 3.9.
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Conventions. If we apply a bilinear operation ; to sets M, N, ;(M, N)
is understood to denote the linear span of [;(!, ’) | ! # M, ’ # N].
Whenever we refer to an ideal, we shall mean a closed ideal, except for
the rare occurrences where we explicitly talk about dense ideals.
1. CROSSED PRODUCTS
We start by recalling some concepts from [13, 15, 16].
Let A be a C*-algebra. A C*-correspondences over A [9] is a pair (E, =)
consisting of a (right) Hilbert A-module E together with a distinguished
nondegenerate *-homomorphism =: A  L(E). We shall write a!==(a) !,
a # A, ! # E, considering E as an A-bimodule.
A C*-correspondence E is said to be full, if (E | E)A is dense in A.
A bimodule mapping V : E  F, where E, F are C*-correspondences, is
said to be an isometry, if (V! | V’)B=(! | ’)B for all !, ’ # E. An isometry
U : E  F is onto (a unitary) if and only if U is adjointable and U*U=idE ,
UU*=idF . Two C*-correspondences E, F are unitarily equivalent ErF, if
there exists a unitary between them.
In [16] we defined C*-correspondence as unitary equivalence classes of
the type of modules considered above, a distinction which, however, will
not be important for our present purposes. We also allowed for different
C*-algebras to act from left and right. The benefit of doing so, is that
one obtains a category C*ALG with objects C*-algebras and morphisms
C*-correspondences, where the composition of C*-correspondences is
given by the unitary equivalence class of the internal tensor product
E A F :=E , F [8]. The identity correspondence IA over A is given by
A itself considered as a C*-correspondence with (x | y)A :=x*y, and
a } x } y :=axb, a, b # A, x, y # IA .
Definition 1.1. Let (E, =), (F, ,) be C*-correspondences over A and
B, respectively. A semicovariant homomorphism from (E, =) to (F, ,) is a
pair ?=(?A , ?E), where ?A : A  B is a *-homomorphism and ?E : E  F is
a linear mapping such that, for all !, ’ # E, a, b # A,
1. ?E (a!b)=?A(a) ?E (!) ?A(b),
2. (?E (!) | ?E (’))B=?A((! | ’)A).
We shall write ?: (E, =)  (F, ,) to indicate that ?=(?A , ?E) is a semi-
covariant homomorphism from (E, =) to (F, ,).
A semicovariant homomorphism (?A , ?E) is said to be nondegenerate if
?A is nondegenerate. By Definition 1.1(2), ?E is always contractive, and
isometric if ?A is.
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By a semicovariant homomorphism ?: (E, =)  B into a C*-algebra B,
we shall mean a semicovariant homomorphism into (B, IB), i.e.,
?E (a!b)=?A(a) ?E (!) ?A(b),
?E (!)* ?E (’)=?A((! | ’)A),
for all !, ’ # E, a, b # A.
Proposition 1.2. Let (E, =) be a C*-correspondence over A. There is a
C*-algebra A <E N and a nondegenerate semicovariant homomorphism i : (E, =)
 A <E N such that every other semicovariant homomorphism ?: (E, =)  B
factors uniquely through i, i.e., there is a unique *-homomorphism ?A _?E :
A <E N  B such that ?A=(?A _?E) b iA , and ?E=(?A_?E) b iE .
1.3. The Fock representation. There is a faithful representation 4=*A_*E
of A <E N on F(E) :=n=0 E
n, where E0 :=IA , E n :=E A } } } A E
(n-times), and the semicovariant homomorphism (*A , *E) is given by
*A(a)(‘k) :=(a‘k) (a # A),
*E(!)(‘k) :=%!(‘k) :=(!‘0 , !‘1 , !‘2 , ...) (! # E)
for (‘k) # F(E) [6]. The operators %! , ! # E are adjointable with
%!(‘(0), ‘ (1)1 , ..., ‘
(n)
1  } } } ‘
(n)
n , ...)
=((! | ‘ (1)1 )A , ..., (! | ‘
(n)
1 )A ‘
(n)
2  } } } ‘(n), ...)
for ‘(0) # A, and ‘ (n)1  } } } ‘ (n)n # En, n>0.
The operators %! , ! # E shift the components of F(E) by one. There are
also obviously defined n-shifts %! , ! # E n such that %!1 } } } !n=%!1 } } } %!n ,
!1 , ..., !n # E.
A consequence of the faithfulness of the Fock representation is that
i : (E, =)  A <E N is also faithful. It will be convenient to identify A, resp.
E, with iA(A), iE(E )A <E N. Of course, we assume on the level of set
theory that A & E=[0], which can always be achieved. Saying that i is a
semicovariant homomorphism then amounts to requiring that the product
in A <E N extends the module multiplication of E and that the relation
(! | ’)A=!*’, !, ’ # E
holds in A <E N.
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The *-subalgebra generated by A _ E will be denoted by P. Its closure
P satisfies the same universal condition as A <E N, whence P =A <E N.
The following description of the structure of A <E N will be fundamental
for the rest of the present work.
We recall that the C*-algebra of generalized compact operators K(E )
L(E ) is the closed linear span of all operators %!, ’ , !, ’ # E with %!, ’(‘)=
!(’ | ‘)A , ‘ # E.
1.4. The Fourier decomposition of A <E N. There is a strongly contin-
uous action # of the circle [z # C | |z|=1] on A <E N such that #z(a)=a,
a # A and #z(!)=z!, ! # E. We let Xn=[x # A <E N | #z(x)=znx, z # S1],
n # Z, denote the n th eigenspace of #. Averaging # over S 1, we obtain a con-
ditional expectation 8 onto the fixed point algebra X0 . Clearly, X n*=X&n ,
and XnXm Xn+m , n, m # Z. So that the algebraic sum n # Z Xn is a dense
*-subalgebra of A <E N, since AX0 , and EX1 .
We want to give a more detailed description of the eigenspaces. We
already noted that (iA , iE) is faithful, which entails that the semicovariant
homomorphism (iA , iE n), with iE n : E A } } } A E  A <E N, !1 } } } 
!n [ !1 } } } !n , is also faithful. Moreover, %!, ’ [ iE n(!) iE n(’)* extends
to a faithful *-homomorphism iK(E n) from K(E n) to a C*-subalgebra of
A <E N, which we will denote by A (n)E . We shall write A
(0)
E for A, and put
iK(E 0) :=iA . We emphasize that A (n)E is not contained in A
(n+1)
E unless =(A)
is contained in K(E ). But the closure of the linear span of n=0 A
(n)
E , AE
is a C*-subalgebra of X0 .
We put XE=EAE , and observe that EXE , since A is nondegenerately
embedded in A <E N. It follows that
} } } +(X*E)2+X*E+AE+XE+X 2E+ } } }
coincides with the dense *-subalgebra P generated by A _ E. Clearly,
8(P)AE , whence AE X0=8(A <E N)AE . Writing (XE)n for the
closed linear span of [!1 } } } !n | !i # XE] and reasoning similarly, we obtain
Xn=(XE)n=E nAE for all n # N.
We finally note that, setting *E (a)(x) :=ax, a # AE , x # XE , and (x | y)AE :=
x*y, (XE , *E) becomes a C*-correspondence over AE . But, there is also a
left handed inner product AE (x | y) :=xy*, x, y # XE , and XE becomes a
Hilbert AE -AE-bimodule [3], or a Hilbert C*-bimodule over AE [15].
In Section 2, we will show that XE is the universal Hilbert C*-bimodule
in which E can be embedded, and we will describe A <E N as a crossed
product by XE .
For a semicovariant homomorphism ?: (E, .)  (F, ,) it is not difficult
to see that %!, ’ [ %?E (!), ?E (’) extends to a *-homomorphism ?K(E ) :
K(E )  K(F ).
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Definition 1.5. Let (E, =), (F, ,) be C*-correspondences over A and
B, respectively. A semicovariant homomorphism ?: (E, =)  (F, ,) is said to
be a covariant homomorphism if
, b ?A=?K(E ) b =
holds on =&1(K(E)).
In case that (F, ,) is the identity correspondence over a C*-algebra B,
the left action is given using the product in B, and we may write
?A=?K(E ) b = for the relation in the previous definition.
Proposition 1.6. Let (E, =) be a C*-correspondence over A. There is a
C*-algebra OE and a nondegenerate covariant homomorphism j : (E, =)  OE
such that every other covariant homomorphism ?: (E, =)  B factors uniquely
through j, i.e., there is a unique *-homomorphism ?^: OE  B such that
?A=?^ b jA , and ?E=?^ b jE .
Remark 1.7. 1. If A is unital and E is finitely generated, i.e., there
exists [’i]1in E such that  %’i , ’i=idE , then the only relation which
distinguishes OE from A <E N is  si si*=1, where si :=jE (’i). Moreover, OE
is generated by jA(A), and s1 , ..., sn .
2. Considering OE for a C*-correspondence (E, =), we may always
assume that = is faithful. Indeed, for non faithful = we may consider
EE ker = which is a C*-correspondence over Aker = in a natural way
(cf. [15, Section 3]). The composition ? of the quotient mapping with
( jAker = , jEE ker =) is a covariant homomorphism from (E, =) into OEE ker = ,
so that we have a *-homomorphism ?^: OE  OEE ker = . On the other hand,
for all a # ker =;
jA(a)= jK(K)(=(A))=0,
so that j factors to a covariant homomorphism k on EE ker = inducing
a *-homomorphism k : OEE ker =  OE such that both k b ?^, and ?^ b k act
identical on jA(A) _ jE (E ), resp. jAker =(Aker =) _ jEE ker =(EE ker =).
Hence, k &1=?^.
A Hilbert C*-bimodule (X, *) over A is a C*-correspondence over A
which possesses in addition to the right handed inner product a left handed
inner product A( } | } ) : X_X  A such that the compatibility relation
A(! | ’) ‘=!(’ | ‘)A , !, ’, ‘ # X
holds. Alternatively, the compatibility relation can be stated as
*(A(! | ’))=%!, ’ , !, ’, ‘ # X.
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Clearly, every Hilbert A-module E becomes a Hilbert K(E )&A-
bimodule by setting K(E )(! | ’) :=%!, ’ , !, ’ # E.
We shall say that (X, *) is an equivalence bimodule, if A(X | X)=
(X | X)A =A.
Since every Hilbert C*-bimodule is, in particular, a C*-correspondence,
the notion of a (semi) covariant homomorphism is still meaningful for
Hilbert C*-bimodules. However, we shall also need the following concept.
Definition 1.8. Let (X, *), (Y, +) be Hilbert C*-bimodules over A and
B, respectively. A semicovariant homomorphism ?: (X, *)  (Y, +) is a
bimodule homomorphism, if
B(?X (!) | ?X (’))=?A( A(! | ’))
for all !, ’ # X.
Proposition 1.9. Let (X, *) be a Hilbert C*-bimodule over A. There is
a C*-algebra A <X Z and a nondegenerate bimodule homomorphism i : (X, *)
 A <X Z such that every other bimodule homomorphism ?: (X, *)  B fac-
tors uniquely through i, i.e., there is a unique homomorphism ?A _?X : A <X
Z  B such that ?A=(?A _?X) b iA , and ?X=(?A _?X) b iX .
Again, the homomorphism i is faithful, and we will identify A, resp. X,
with its image in A <X Z.
2. DILATIONS OF C*-CORRESPONDENCES
Since every Hilbert C*-bimodule is in particular a C*-correspondence,
there is a forgetful functor from the category of Hilbert C*-bimodules with
bimodule homomorphisms as morphisms to the category of C*-correspon-
dences with semicovariant homomorphisms as morphisms. The following
proposition shows that this functor has universal objects.
Proposition 2.1. For every C*-correspondence (E, =) over A there is a
Hilbert C*-bimodule (XE , *E) over AE containing (E, =) such that every
semicovariant homomorphism ?: (E, =)  (X, *) into a Hilbert C*-bimodule
(X, *) extends uniquely to a bimodule homomorphism ?~ : (XE , *E)  (X, *).
Proof. We already constructed AE and (XE , *E) in the previous section.
Using the inclusions B, XB <X Z, we may consider ? as a semicovariant
homomorphism into B <X Z, and extend ? by Proposition 1.2 to a
*-homomorphism from A <E N to B <X Z, whose restriction to XE ,
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resp. AE , we will denote by ?~ =(?~ AE , ?~ XE). Since ?~ AE is the restriction
of a *-homomorphism, it is clear that ?~ AE (AE)B (e.g. ?~ AE (EE*)=
?E (E ) ?E (E)*= B(?E (E) | ?E(E ))B), and consequently ?~ XE (XE)=
?~ XE (EAE )XBX. Moreover, ?~ is a bimodule homomorphism.
Uniqueness is clear, as AE , resp. XE , is generated by elements in A _ E.
K
2.2. Corollary. For every C*-correspondence (E, =) over A, we have
that
A <E N$AE <XE Z.
Proof. The semicovariant embedding (E, =)  A <E N extends by
Proposition 2.1 to a bimodule homomorphism from (XE , *E) to A <E N,
and hence to a *-homomorphism ?: AE <XE Z  A <E N.
On the other hand, the composition (E, =)/ (XE , *E)/AE <XE Z
is a semicovariant homomorphism, which extends to a *-homomorphism
: A <E N  AE <XE Z.
Clearly,  b ?, and ? b  restrict to the identities on the respective copies
of A, and E, which generate A <E N, as well as AE <XE Z. Consequently,
=?&1. K
Our objective for the remainder of the present section is to give a variant
of Corollary 2.2 for OE . Since OE is a quotient of A <E N, we shall need a
means of dilating C*-correspondences (E, =) to smaller bimodules than
those provided by (XE , *E). The appropriate class of bimodules is
described in the following definition.
Defintion 2.3. We say that a Hilbert C*-bimodule (X, *) over A is
essential, if the ideal A(X | X) is essential in A.
We note that (X, *) is essential if and only if * is faithful.
The closed linear span of n=1 A
(n)
E is an ideal J1 in AE coinciding with
AE
(XE | XE). Thus, in order to obtain an essential Hilbert C*-bimodule
from (XE , *E), we have to mod out the orthogonal complement of J1 in
AE .
To this end, we let KE denote the smallest ideal in AE generated by
J=1 :=[a # AE | aJ1=[0]] and invariant in the sense that AE (XEKE | XE)+
(XE | KEXE)AE KE . We define AE :=AE KE , and XE :=XE (XEKE ),
which becomes a Hilbert C*-bimodule (XE , lE) over AE in a natural way
[15, Section 3].
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The composition of the embedding (E, =)/(XE , *E) with the quotient
mapping (qAE , qXE) onto (XE , lE) will be denoted by j. We also put
jK(E n)=qAE b iK(E n) , and A
(n)
E =im jK(E n) . The reader may have noticed
that we already used the symbol j in conjunction with OE . Corollary 2.8
below, however, shows that our new usage coincides with the previous one
(modulo the isomorphism provided by that corollary).
Lemma 2.4. J =1 =[a&iK(E )(=(a)) | a # =
&1(K(E ))].
Proof. Since AE=A+J1 [12, Corollary 1.5.8], every c # J =1 can be
written as c=a&b with a # A and b # J1 . We let [u:]K(E ) denote an
approximate identity of K(E ). Since iK(E ) : K(E )  J1 is nondegenerate,
we have that iK(E )(=(a) u:)=aiK(E )(u:)=biK(E )(u:) converges in norm
to b. Hence, [=(a) u:]K(E ) is a Cauchy sequence, and =(a) u: converges
to the generalized compact operator =(a). Consequently, c=a&b=a&
iK(E )(=(a)). The reverse inclusion is clear. K
Proposition 2.5. Let (E, =) be a C*-correspondence over A. For every
covariant homomorphism ? : (E, =)  (X, *), where (X, *) is an essential
Hilbert C*-bimodule over B, there is a unique bimodule homomorphism
?^: (XE , lE)  (X, *) such that ?^ b j=?.
Proof. By Proposition 2.1 ? extends to a bimodule homomorphism
?~ : (XE , *E)  (X, *). It suffices, thus, to check that ker ?~ AE contains KE ,
which will imply XEKE ker ?~ XE . But, as ker ?~ AE is XE -invariant, it is
enough to check J =1 ker ?~ AE . We first observe that, for !, ’ # E,
*(?~ AE (iK(E )(%!, ’)))=*(?~ AE (!’*))=*(B(?E (!) | ?E (’)*))
=%?E (!), ?E (’)=?K(E )(%!, ’),
which implies * b ?~ AE b iK(E )=?K(E ) . Now, let c # J
=
1 . By Lemma 2.4 there
is a # =&1(K(E )) with c=a&iK(E )(=(a)). Hence, *(?~ AE (a&iK(E )(=(a))))=
*(?A(a))&?K(E )(=(a))=0, since ? is covariant. So that ?~ AE (c)=0, as
(X, *) is essential. It follows that ?~ factors to a bimodule homomorphism
?^: (XE , lE)  (X, *) which by construction satisfies ?^ b j=?. Again, unique-
ness of ?^ is clear, as AE , resp. XE , is generated by elements in jAE (A) _ jXE (E ).
K
Lemma 2.6. Let (X, *) be an essential Hilbert C*-bimodule over A. Then
every bimodule homomorphism ? : (X, *)  (Y, +) is covariant.
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Proof. Let a # A be such that *(a) # K(X ). Since %!, ’=*(A(! | ’)), !,
’ # X, * maps I :=A(X | X ) onto K(X ). Since * is injective, we see that
a # I. But for A(! | ’) # I we have that
+(?A(A(! | ’)))=+( B(?X (!) | ?X (’)))=%?X (!), ?X (’)
=?K(X )(%!, ’)=?K(X )(*( A(! | ’))),
implying + b ?A=?K(X ) b * on all of I. K
Lemma 2.7. Every semicovariant homomorphism ?: (E, =)  (F, ,) satisfy-
ing ?E (E ) B=F is covariant. In particular, j : (E, =)  (XE , lE) is covariant.
Proof. We first observe that, for all k # K(E ), ?K(E )(k) ?E (‘)=?E (k‘),
‘ # E. It suffices to consider k=%!, ’ , !, ’ # E,
?K(E )(%!, ’) ?E (‘)=%?E (!), ?E (’) ?E (‘)=?E (!)(?E (’) | ?E(‘))B
=?E (!) ?A((’ | ‘)A)=?E(!(’ | ‘)A)=?E (%!, ’(‘)).
For every a # =&1(K(E )) we, thus, have ?A(a) ?E (‘)=?A(a‘)=?A(=(a) ‘)
=?K(E )(=(a)) ?E (‘), ‘ # E. Hence, =(?A(a)) and ?K(E )(=(a)) coincide on the
closed submodule generated by ?E (E ), which is all of F. K
Corollary 2.8. Let (E, =) be a C*-correspondence over A. Then OE is
canonically isomorphic to AE <XE Z.
Proof. The covariant homomorphism j : (E, =)  OE extends by Proposi-
tion 2.5 to a bimodule homomorphism from (XE , lE) to OE , and hence to
a *-homomorphism ? from AE <XE Z to OE (Proposition 1.9).
On the other hand, the composition (E, =)  (XE , lE)/AE <XE Z is a
covariant homomorphism (Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7), which extends to a
*-homomorphism : OE  AE <XE Z.
Again,  b ?, and ? b  restrict to the identities on the respective copies of
jA(A), and jE (E ), which generate OE , as well as AE <XE Z. Consequently,
=?&1. K
3. SIMPLICITY OF OE
In order to see how properties of (E, =) are reflected in (XE , lE), we need
to take a closer look on the C*-algebras AE , and AE . In fact, we will see
that AE may be considered as a generalized limit of the directed system
=n, m : K(Em)  L(E n), t [ t idE n&m , nm1, and =n, 0 : A  L(E n) the
left action on En, identifying L(E 0) with A. In fact, we will consider [=n, m]
as a system of morphisms of the sequence [K(E n)].
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We shall consider the construction of direct limits using the corona
algebra
‘

n=0
L(En)< :

n=0
L(En).
where as usual >n=0 L(E
n) denotes the C*-algebra of bounded sequences,
and n=0 L(E
n) the ideal of all sequences converging to zero.
There are faithful *-homomorphisms
ei : K(E i)  ‘

n=0
L(E n), t [ (0, ..., 0, t, =i+1, i (t), =i+2, i (t), ...)
where, of course, t is inserted in the i th position. We let AE :=
lin i=0 ei (K(E
i)) denote the C*-algebra generated by the images of ei ,
i0.
We shall identify the C*-algebra AE with the obvious subalgebra of
L(F(E )). Doing so, it is easy to see, that 4 (the Fock representation)
restricts to an isomorphism, still denoted by 4, from AE onto AE such that
4(!1 } } } !n(’1 } } } ’n)*)=en(%!1 } } } !n , ’1 } } } ’n), or equivalently 4 b iK(E n)=en ,
n # N. We write A (n)E :=4(A
(n)
E ) for the C*-subalgebra of AE generated by
ni=1 ei (K(E
i)).
Let F be a full Hilbert A-module. If IA is an ideal in A, then
F&1(I ) := K(F )(FI | F ) is an ideal in K(F ). If, on the other hand, JK(F )
is an ideal in K(F ), then F(J) :=(F | JF)A is one in A. It is easy to check
that F(F&1(I ))=I, and F&1(F(J))=J, whence F establishes a bijection
between the set of ideals in K(F ) and those of A.
Lemma 3.1. Let (E, =) be a C*-correspondence over A, and F a full
Hilbert A-module. With ? : K(F )  L(F A E ), t [ t idE we have that
?&1(K(F A E ))=F&1(=&1(K(E ))).
Proof. Putting J :=F&1(=&1(K(E ))), we clearly have =(F(J))K(E ).
So that, as in the proof of [8, Proposition 4.7], ?(J)K(F A E ). Hence,
J?&1(K(F A E ))=: J$.
Applying the same argument to =$: A  L(F* ? (F A E )), a [ a
idF A E , shows that =$((F*)
&1 (J$))K(F* ? (F A E )). By using that
F* ? F A E  E, !*’‘ [ (! | ’)B ‘ extends to a unitary equivalence
of C*-correspondences over A, we see that (F*)&1 (J$)=&1(K(E ))=
(F*)&1 (J). Hence, J$J. K
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Lemma 3.2. Let ? : A  M(B) be a faithful nondegenerate *-homo-
morphism. Then ?~ &1(B)A, where ?~ denotes the strictly continuous
extension of ? to M(A).
Proof. Let a # M(A) be such that ?~ (a) # B. Using an approximate
identity [u:] of A, we see that ?~ (au:)=?~ (a) ?(u:) converges in norm,
since [?(u:)] strictly converges to 1 # M(B). Consequently, [au:]A is a
Cauchy sequence with respect to the norm, and a=lim au: # A. K
Lemma 3.3. Let (E, =) be full a C*-correspondence such that = is faithful.
Writing I==&1(K(E )), we have that
:

n=0
L(En) & AE= :

n=0
(E n)&1 (I ).
Proof. The sum n=0 (E
n)&1 (I ) is generated by elements a=(0, ...,
an , ...), an # (E n)&1 (I ). Putting F=E n, and ?==n+1, n in Lemma 3.1, we
obtain
=&1n+1, n(K(E
n+1))=(E n)&1 (I ). (3.1)
Hence, =n+1, n(an) # K(En+1), and thus a=en(an)&en+1(=n+1, n(an)) # AE .
For the reverse inclusion, we use that the ideal J :=n=0 L(E
n) &
AE AE can be recovered as the closure of  Jn , Jn :=A (n)E & J [2,
Lemma 1.3]. It suffices, thus, to consider a sequence a=ni=0 ei (ai) #
A(n)E & J, ai # K(E
i), which can be written as a=(bk)k # N where bk=
kj=0 =k, j (a j) for 0kn, and bk=
k
j=0 =k, j (aj)==~ k, n(
n
j=0 =n, j (aj)) if
k>n. As a converges to zero and the maps =~ k, n are isometric, we must have
nj=0 =n, j (a j)=0, which entails
=~ n, n&1(bn&1)==~ n, n&1 \ :
n&1
j=0
=n&1, j (aj)+
= :
n&1
j=0
=n, j (aj)=&an # K(E n).
By Lemma 3.2, we thus have bn&1 # K(E n&1), and again
=~ n&1, n&2(bn&2)= :
n&2
j=0
=n&1, j (aj)=bn&1&an&1 # K(E n&1).
Proceeding inductively, we obtain bk # K(Ek), and =k+1, k(bk) # K(Ek+1),
whence, using (3.1), bk # (E k)&1(I ) for all 0kn. K
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We let lim
w
L(En) denote the direct limit of the sequence [L(E n)]n # N
with respect to the family of homomorphisms [=~ n, m]nm . We denote by
=~ k : L(E k)  lim
w
L(E n), k # N the canonical mappings, and by =k their
restrictions to K(E k).
Proposition 3.4. Let (E, =) be a full C*-correspondence such that = is
faithful. There is a faithful *-homomorphism 3 : AE  lim
w
L(E n).
Proof. Using lim
w
L(En)>n=0 L(E
n)n=0 L(E
n), and Lemma 3.3,
it remains to show that 4(KE)=n=0 (E
n)&1 (I )=: K.
We recall that KE is the XE-invariant ideal of AE generated by J =1 .
Clearly, 4(J =1 )=(I, 0, ...) by Lemma 2.4. Moreover,
4((En | J =1 E
n)AE)=4(E
nJ =1 (E
n)*)=%E n(I, 0, ...) %*E n
=(0, ..., 0, %E nI, E n , 0, ...)
=(0, ..., 0, (En)&1 (I ), 0, ...),
showing that 4(KE) contains K.
Since also %*E (0, ..., 0, (E n+1)&1 (I ), 0, ...) %E=(0, ..., 0, (E n)&1 (I ), 0, ...),
we see that the ideal generated by n=0 E
nJ =1 (E
n)* is XE-invariant, and
thus equals KE . Consequently, 4(KE)K. K
The image of AE in lim
w
L(E n) is the closed linear span of
n=0 =n(K(E
n)). In fact, we will identify AE with 3(AE) and consider
(AE , [=n)] as a generalized direct limit of the system (=n, m : K(En) 
L(E n))nm . In particular, jA==0 , and =1(k) jE (!)= jE (k!) for k # K(E ),
! # E.
Lemma 3.5. Let (E, =) be a C*-correspondence over A. If there is a full
Hilbert A-module F such that k [ k idE maps K(F ) onto K(F A E ),
then =(A)=K(E ).
Proof. Considering F as a Hilbert K(F )-A-bimodule, we can form
the adjoint F* [3], which is an A-K(F )-equivalence bimodule. By [8,
Proposition 4.7] A  L(F* K(E ) (F A E )), a [ a idFA E maps A onto
K(F* K(E ) (F A E )). But F* K(E ) (F A E )r(F* K(E ) F ) A E
rA A ErE. K
Lemma 3.6. Let (E, =) be a full C*-correspondence over a unital
C*-algebra A such that = is faithful. Then XE rIAE implies ErIA .
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Proof. Let XE rIAE . The proof is divided into a number of steps.
By assumption there is a unitary U : XE  AE . Clearly, : :=U b jE :
E  AE satisfies :(!a)=:(!) jA(a), :(!)* :(’)= jA((! | ’)A), for all !, ’ # E,
a # A. Also
:(E ) AE =AE . (3.2)
It follows that, for all !, ’, ‘ # E,
:(!) :(’)* :(‘)=:(!(’ | ‘)A)=U( jE (%!, ’‘))
=U( jK(E )(%!, ’) jE (‘))= jK(E )(%!, ’) U( jE (‘))
=jK(E )(%!, ’) :(‘),
whence :(!) :(’)*= jK(E )(%!, ’) by (3.2). Reasoning inductively, we obtain
:(E ) } } } :(E ) :(E )* } } } :(E )*=A (n)E , (3.3)
which entails
:(E ) A(n)E a(E )*=A
(n+1)
E , and
:(E )* A (n+1)E a(E )=A
(n)
E .
We let J :=n1 A (n)E denote the image of J1 AE in AE . Clearly,
:(E )=:(E ) :(E )* :(E )=jK(E )(K(E )) :(E )J, which implies jA(A)=
:(E )* :(E )J, and hence J=AE . Since jK(E ) : K(E )  J is nondegenerate,
jK(E )(K(E ))=:(E ) :(E )* contains an approximate unit for AE . So that
A(n)E A
(n+1)
E for all n # N by (3.3).
The next step will be to find n # N such that actually A (n)E =A
(n+1)
E .
Since (E | E )A is a dense ideal in A, we have 1 # (E | E )A , so there exist
finite sets [!i], [’i]E with  (!i | ’i)A=1, and hence  :(!i)* a(’ i)=1.
We choose n # N such that there are [ y1]A (n)E with &yi&:(’i)&
(6  &:(!j)&)&1 and & :(! i)* y i &2. Putting z= :(!)* yi , we obtain,
for all a # A (n)E , &a&1,
zaz* # A (n&1)E ,
and
&zaz*&a&&(z&1) az*&+&a(z*&1)&
&z&1& (&z&+1)
=3 ": :(!i)* y i&1"=3 ": :(!i)* ( yi&:(’i))"
3 : &:(!i)& &yi&:(’i)& 12 .
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For a proper closed subspace F0 of a Banach space we know, however,
that, for an arbitrary =>0, there exists an element in the unit ball of F with
distance to F0 greater than 1&=. Hence A (n&1)E cannot be a proper sub-
space of A (n)E . It follows that k [ k idE maps K(E
n&1) onto
K(E n&1 A E ). By Lemma 3.5 =(A)=K(E ), hence A (n)E =A
(n+1)
E for all
n # N. It follows that AE $A, and ErXE rIAE rIA . K
Definition 3.7. Let (E, =) be an C*-correspondence over a unital
C*-algebra A. In analogy with the classical case, we shall say that (E, =) is
minimal, if there are no nontrivial ideals JA such that E(J) :=
(E | JE )A J. Moreover, (E, =) is said to be nonperiodic, if E nrIA implies
n=0.
An ideal JA is saturated, if E &1(J) :=[a # A | (E | aE )A J]J. If
JA is a proper ideal, then E&1(J) is also a proper ideal, since it cannot
contain the unit. Moreover, if J is invariant, then JE &1(J). The union
n=1 E
&n(J), where E&(n+1)(J) :=E &1(E &n(J)), is thus a saturated
invariant proper ideal. For unital A the property of being minimal is hence
equivalent to the nonexistence of nontrivial saturated invariant ideals.
If JA is a saturated invariant ideal for a Hilbert C*-bimodule X
over A, then (X | A(XJ | X ) X )A=(X | XJ(X | X )A)A=(X | X )A J(X | X )A
J, so that A(XJ | X )J, whence J is bi-invariant in the sense that
A(XJ | X )+(X | JX )A J.
Proposition 3.8. Let (E, =) be a full C*-correspondence over a unital
C*-algebra A such that = is faithful. Then (XE , lE) is minimal and
nonperiodic if and only if (E, =) is minimal and nonperiodic.
Proof. If (XE , lE) is periodic, there is an n # N such that XE n rXnE r
IAE , whence E
nrIA by the preceding theorem. If, on the other hand,
EnrIA , then we have XnE rXE n rXA rIAE .
Next, we assume that (E, =) is minimal, and let JAE be a proper ideal
such that XE (J)J. By the discussion above, we may assume that
AE
(XE J | XE)+(XE | JXE)AE J.
Since (qAE , qXE) : (XE , *E)  (XE , lE) is a bimodule homomorphism
J :=q&1AE (J) satisfies AE (XEJ | XE)+(XE | J XE)AE LJ . In particular,
(E n | J E n)A J and iK(E n)(K(E n)(E nJ | En))J , for all n>0. Clearly,
iK(E n)(K(En)) & J {0 if and only if jK(E n)(K(E n)) & J{0. But if
iK(E n)(K(En)) & J {0, then (En | (iK(E n)(K(E n)) & J ) E n)A J & A is
non zero. Since (E, =) is minimal and J & A is E-invariant, this implies
A = J & A, whence iK(E n) (K(E n))  iK(E n)( K(E n)(En(J & A) | E n))
iK(E n)(K(En)) & J iK(E n)(K(E n)) by the invariance of J . But this
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contradicts the fact that J is proper, so that jK(E n)(K(E n)) & J=0 for all
n # N, whence J & A (n)E is zero, since it is orthogonal to the essential ideal
jK(E n)(K(En)) of A (n)E . Finally, using that the span of 

n=1 A
(n)
E is dense
in AE , we obtain that J=0 [2, Lemma 1.3].
Conversely, we let IA be a nontrivial E-invariant ideal of A. Again, we
may assume that I is saturated. We will show that there is a nontrivial ideal
in OE . Setting J :=[t # A <E N | (F(E ) | 4(t)F(E ))A I], we obtain a
nontrivial ideal in A <E N. Indeed, IJ, since I is E-invariant. But, also
J & AI, since if a # A is such that (F(E ) | aF(E ))A I, then in par-
ticular (E | aE )A I, whence a # I. Clearly, J maps to a nontrivial ideal in
OE using that jA is faithful (as = is). K
Theorem 3.9. Let (E, =) be a full C*-correspondence over a unital
C*-algebra A. Then OE is simple if and only if E is minimal and nonperiodic.
Proof. We begin by assuming that (E, =) is minimal and nonperiodic.
By the previous result, we know that (XE , lE) is also minimal and
nonperiodic.
By Corollary 2.8, OE is isomorphic to AE <XE Z. However, we cannot
apply our results from [15], since (XE , lE) is not an equivalence bimodule
in general. It is easy to see that XE is full if E is. But if the range of = is
not contained in K(E ), then AE (XE | XE) is merely an essential ideal in AE .
We have shown in [15] that A <X Z, where X is any Hilbert
C*-bimodule over A, is strongly Morita equivalent to the crossed product
by a partial automorphism :I, J in such a way that the ideals I, J
correspond via strong Morita equivalence to A(X | X ), and (X | X )A . In the
situation above, we thus have that AE <XE Z is strongly Morita equivalent
to a crossed product B <; Z, where ;: I  B is a partial automorphism and
I is an essential ideal. We will now construct a true automorphism # on a
larger C*-algebra C, and we will see that under our assumptions C <# Z is
simple and isomorphic to B <; Z, which by strong Morita equivalence will
imply the simplicity of OE .
Composing the strictly continuous extension of ; to M(I ) with the
restriction mapping M(B)  M(I ), we obtain an injective *-homo-
morphism ; : M(B)  M(B) such that B; (B). We put C :=n=1 ;
n(B)
and note that ; n(B), n # N is an increasing sequence of ideals in C. The
restriction of ; to C is clearly surjective, hence an automorphism.
In the following, it will be convenient to consider the Hilbert
C*-bimodule X :=; B corresponding to ;, i.e., a } x } b :=;(a) xb, A(x | y)=
;&1(xy*), (x | y)A=x*y, a, b, x, y # B, and to identify B <; Z with B <X Z.
We shall also write Y for the equivalence bimodule corresponding to #.
In order to see that C <# Z is simple, we have to show that # is non-
periodic and minimal. Clearly # cannot be periodic, for otherwise there
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would be an n # N such that #n(B)=B, whence B=C, and XE would have
been an equivalence bimodule in the first place. Now, we assume that
J is a nonzero invariant ideal in C. Then I :=B & J is an ideal in B
with (X | IX )B=B*;(I ) BB#(J) BJ & B, hence I=B as there are no
X-invariant ideals in B, and consequently J=C by the #-invariance of J.
It remains to show that B <X Z and C <Y Z are isomorphic. As X is con-
tained in Y, we have a *-homomorphism ? from B <X Z to C <Y Z. But, on
the other hand, there is a bimodule homomorphism (C , Y) from (Y, #)
to M(B <X Z) where C is obtained by restricting the strictly continuous
extension of B/B <X Z, M(B)/M(B <X Z) to C, and ( y) :=
vC( y), v the isometry implementing ;, i.e., ;(b)=v*bv. Hence, there is
a *-homomorphism : C <Y Z  M(B <X Z) such that  b ?=id. Conse-
quently, ? is injective, and as  maps ?(B <X Z) onto the ideal B <X Z of
M(B <X Z), ?(B <X Z) itself must be a nonzero ideal, whence ? is also
surjective.
Now, we conversely assume that OE , hence AE <XE Z, is simple. The
proof of [15, Theorem 5.5] shows that, regardless of whether X is an
equivalence bimodule, there are no nontrivial ideals JAE such that
A (XEJ | XE)+(XE | JXE)AE J, which by the discussion previous to
Proposition 3.8 implies that (XE , lE) is minimal.
If (XE , lE) is an equivalence bimodule, then it is nonperiodic by [15,
Theorem 5.5]. If A(XE | XE) is a proper ideal, then so is AE (XE
n | XE
n)
A(XE | XE), whence (XE , l) cannot be periodic in this case either. K
4. APPLICATIONS
A number of simplicity results for special classes of CuntzPimsner
algebras have already been obtained by various authors. It is the purpose
of the present section to show how these special cases can be incorporated
in our general framework. For example, we will characterize the simplicity
of Stacey’s multiplicity one crossed product by an endomorphism, extend-
ing a partial result of Boyd, Keswani, and Raeburn [1]. The techniques of
[1], going back to Paschke [11], have been extended in an interesting way
by Muhly and Solel to more general CuntzPimsner algebras [9]. Muhly
and Solel provide two sufficient conditions for the simplicity of OE , which
are bound to the case of strongly amenable C*-algebras (besides of requir-
ing E to be finitely generated), as was the original work of Paschke. We
will review and extend their results below.
We have also included a result on CuntzPimsner algebras of condi-
tional expectations extending work of [7], and on CuntzPimsner algebras
of completely positive mappings.
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There is an independent line of investigation of generalized Cuntz
Krieger algebras, which gradually have been recognized as CuntzPimsner
algebras of C*-correspondences over commutative C*-algebras. We shall
refer the interested reader to [16].
In what follows, A will always denote a unital C*-algebra. Let :: A  A
be a *-endomorphism. In [17] Stacey introduced a crossed product A <1: N
such that there is a unital *-homomorphism iA : A  A <1: N and an
isometry v # A <1: N with iA(:(a))=viA(a) v*, a # A. It was observed in [9]
that A <1: N is isomorphic to OE where E=E:=:(1) A is the C*-corre-
spondence associated to :, i.e., (x | y)A=x*y, a } x } b=:(a) xb for all x,
y # E: , a, b # A.
We shall say that : is minimal provided that there are no nontrivial
ideals JA, such that :(J)J. Moreover, : is inner, if :(a)=vav*, a # A
for an isometry v # A.
Theorem 4.1. Let : be a *-homomorphism on the unital C*-algebra A.
Then the following conditions are equivalent.
1. No power :n, n>0 is inner and : is minimal.
2. The crossed product A <1: N is simple, : is faithful, and :(A) is not
contained in a proper ideal.
Proof. We note that, for an ideal JA, (E: | JE:)A=:(1) A:(J) A
A:(J) A, so that E: is full precisely if :(A) is not contained in a proper
ideal, and (E: , :) is minimal if and only if : is. Both the kernel of : as well
as the ideal generated by :(A) are invariant, so that E: is full and the left
action is faithful whenever : is minimal.
Since, E n: rE:n , it remains, thus, to show that for a *-endomorphism ;
on A, E; rIA if and only if ; is inner.
Now, if there is a unitary U : E;  IA , then, for all x # ;(1) A, U(x)=
U(;(1)) x=w*x, where w :=U(;(1))* is a partial isometry. Indeed,
ww*=(U(;(1)) | U(;(1)))A=(;(1) | ;(1))A=;(1). Since U is onto, there is
x # A such that w*x=1, whence w*w=w*ww*x=w*x=1. Moreover,
;(a)=(;(1) | a } ;(1))A=(U(;(1)) | U(a;(1)))=waw*, a # A, so that ; is
inner.
If, on the other hand, ;(a)=waw*, a # A, it is easy to check that
U(x) :=w*x provides a unitary from E; onto IA . K
The following result was obtained in [1] for strongly amenable
C*-algebras. Here, we see that it is in fact the finiteness of A which is
relevant.
Corollary 4.2. Let A be a finite unital C*-algebra, and :: A  A a
minimal *-endomorphism with :(1){1. Then A <1: N is simple.
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Proof. If for some n>0, :n is inner, then 1{:n(1)=vv* for an
isometry v # A contradicting the finiteness of A. K
Our next application will be to a rather different type of C*-corre-
spondences which are related to conditional expectations. We let B denote
a unital C*-algebra and AB a proper C*-subalgebra containing the unit
of B. We let 8: B  A be a conditional expectation onto A. If 8 is faithful
and index finite [18], then (x | y)A :=8(x*y) defines an A-valued inner
product on B turning it into a C*-correspondence over A with the obvious
module operations a } x } b :=axb, a, b # A, x # B. In general, i.e., if 8 is not
faithful or index finite, then we have to separate and complete B with
respect to the norm & }&=&8(x*x)&12 in order to obtain the C*-corre-
spondence E=E8 associated with 8.
In the following, we will assume that ker 8 contains no nonzero ideal, or
equivalently that the left action on E is faithful, a rather mild assumption
which can always be achieved by passing to an appropriate quotient of B.
The following result has been obtained in [9, 7] under various
additional assumptions, most notably that of 8 being index finite.
Theorem 4.3. Let E=E8 be the C*-correspondence associated with a
conditional expectation 8: B  AB of unital C*-algebras. If 8 is minimal
in the sense that 8(BJB)3 J for every nontrivial ideal JA, then OE is
simple.
Proof. For an ideal JA we have (E | JE )A=8(BJB), so that J is
E-invariant if and only if 8(BJB)J. By our assumptions on 8, the left
action on E is faithful, and E is full, since (E | E )A contains the unit. It
remains, thus, to check that E is nonperiodic.
Denoting by !x # E the element corresponding to x # B, !x [ !bx extends
to an operator =^(b) # L(E ), such that B  L(E ), b [ =^(b) defines a faith-
ful *-homomorphism =^ extending the left action =. Indeed, =^(b)=0 implies
8(BbB)=(!B | =^(b) !B)A=[0], whence b=0 by our standing assumption
on 8. Now, for n>0, EnrIA cannot hold, for otherwise the left action on
En would be an isomorphism from A onto L(E n) contradicting the
faithfulness of B  L(En), b [ =^(b) idE n&1 ([8, Proposition 4.7]) which
nontrivially extends the left action on En. K
We shall move on to more general CuntzPimsner algebras. We begin by
assuming that E is finitely generated, i.e., there is [’i]E such that
ni=1 ’i A=E (no closure). It is indeed possible to assume that [’i] is a
generalized bases in the sense that
!= :
n
i=1
’ i (’i | !)A
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for all ! # E, which is equivalent to saying that ! [ ((’i | !)A)1in
provides an embedding of E onto a direct summand of An. In [9] the
authors used such an embedding to define a canonical completely positive
mapping 0: A  A associated with E (relative to the embedding) by com-
posing the left action regarded as a *-homomorphism into Mn(A) with the
formal trace on Mn(A).
We shall make use of the representation free description of 0 given by
0(a) :=ni=1 (’i | a’i)A , a # A.
The following result was obtained in [9, 10] under the additional
assumption of A being strongly amenable.
Theorem 4.4. Let E be a finitely generated full C*-correspondence with
faithful left action. We assume that there are no nontrivial 0-invariant ideals
and that there is a tracial state { such that { b 0=c{ with c # R"[1]. Then
OE is simple.
Proof. Every E-invariant ideal is also 0-invariant, so that (E, =) is
minimal under the assumptions of our theorem. Observing that
(’i)=(’i1  } } } ’in) i=(i1, ..., in) # [1, ..., n]n
is a generalized basis of En, we put 0n(a) :=i # [1, ..., n]n (’i1  } } } 
’in | a’i1  } } } ’in)A . A direct verification shows 0n=0
n. Now, assuming
that U : E n  IA is unitary, there is a family of elements yi :=U(’i) # A such
that  yi yi*= yi ( yi | 1)A=U( ’i (’i | U &1(1))A)=U(U&1(1))=1, and
 yi* yi= ( yi | 1yi)A=0n(1)=0n(1). But 1={( yi yi*)={( yi* yi)=
{(0n(1))=cn, which is a contradiction, so that (E, =) is nonperiodic. K
Our objective now is to extend the second simplicity criterion of Muhly
and Solel [9, Theorem 5] which is based on a generalization of freeness
using the commutator space
C(E ) :=lin[a!&!a | ! # E, a # A]
of a C*-correspondence (E, =). Their result states that in Theorem 4.4
above the existence of an 0-scaling tracial state can be replaced by condi-
tion (F):
C(E n)=E n for all n>0.
Indeed, a C*-correspondence satisfying (F) is nonperiodic, for otherwise
C(IA)=IA , which cannot hold true as [x, y]{1, x, y # A ([14]). We
have, thus, shown the following theorem. We note that our theorem dis-
penses with the strong amenability of A as well as the finite generatedness
of E.
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Theorem 4.5. Let (E, =) be a full C*-correspondence with faithful left
action. If (E, =) is minimal and satisfies condition (F ), then OE is simple.
Muhly and Solel noted in [9] that the existence of 0-scaling tracial
states and condition (F) seem to be far apart. However, our discussion
shows that these conditions are but different ways to ensure the non-
periodicity of C*-correspondences.
Our final application will be to the CuntzPimsner algebra of a
completely positive mapping.
For every completely positive mapping T: A  A there is a C*-corre-
spondence ET and an element !T # ET such that T(a)=(!T | a!T)A , a # A,
and A!TA=ET [16, Example 1.5]. Any two such C*-correspondences are
unitarily equivalent. The crossed product A <ET N may in fact be regarded
as the crossed product of A by T. Indeed, v :=!T # A <ET N is such that
T(a)=v*av, and A <ET N is universal with respect to this covariance
condition. We shall, thus, write A <T N :=A <ET N, and OT :=OET .
A unital completely positive mapping T is a corner retraction, if there is
a *-homomorphism :: A  A with T b :=idA and :(A)= pAp, p=:(1).
Clearly, T(1& p)=T(1)&T(:(1))=0, so that T(a)=T( pap)=T(:(:&1( pap)))
=:&1( pap), a # A.
The mapping T is said to be minimal, if there are no nontrivial
T-invariant ideals, and inner, if T(a)=v*av, a # A for an isometry v # A.
Theorem 4.6. Let T: A  A be a unital completely positive mapping. We
assume that ker T contains no nonzero ideal. Then OT is simple if and only
if T is minimal, and not a corner retraction with an inner power T n, n>0.
Proof. We remark that, just as in the case of the ordinary GNS-
representation, the kernel of the left action on ET coincides with the largest
ideal contained in ker T.
For an ideal JA we have (ET | JET)A =(A!TA | JA!T A)A =
A(!T | J!T)A A=AT(J) A, so that J is E-invariant precisely if it is
T-invariant.
Now, we assume that E nrIA , n>0. Then E is invertible as a C*-corre-
spondence (with inverse E n&1), and by [15, Proposition 2.3] there is a left
handed inner product A( } | } ) on E turning E into an equivalence bimodule.
Setting :(a) :=A(!Ta | !T), a # A, we find T(:(a))=(!T |A(!Ta | !T) !T)A
=(!T | !Ta(!T | !T)A)A=a, and :(a) :(b)= A(!Ta | !T) A(!Tb | !T)= A(!Ta
(!T | !Tb)A | !T)=A(!Tab | !T)=:(ab), b # A. Moreover, :(A)=:(1) :(A) :(1)
:(1) A:(1), but also :(1) a:(1)= A(!T | !T) aA(!T | !T)= A( A(!T | !T)
a!T | !T)= A(!T (!T | a!T)A | !T)=:(T(a)) # :(A) for all a # A. hence, T is a
corner retraction.
Conversely, we assume that T is a corner retraction, i.e., there is a
*-homomorphism :: A  A with T b :=idA , and :(A)=:(1) A:(1), and
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that T n(a)=v*av, a # A for a fixed n>0 and isometry v # A. We shall need
an alternative description of ET .
We put E=A:(1), (x | y)A :=T(x*y), a } x } b :=ax:(b) for all x, y # E, a,
b # A (cf. [16, Example 1.3]). Setting !0 :=:(1), we see that A!0A=E, and
(!0 | a!0)A=T(a), a # A. Hence, E is unitarily equivalent to ET . Using
!a=:(a) !, a # A, ! # E, we obtain that E n is generated by !0  } } } !0 ,
which, as T n(a)=(!0 } } } !0 | a!0 } } } !0)A for all a # A, implies E nT rET n .
But, we also have ET n rIA , since IA is generated by v, and
(v | av)A=v*av=T n(a). K
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